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The interior of the signalbay at Menzies Creek (Puffing Billy Railway) on the occasion of the recent SRSV visit. Since
16 December 2006, Menzies Creek has been a fully interlocked crossing loop worked from a 14 lever Rocker frame. The
signalling at Menzies Creek is a fascinating adaption of standard VR signalling to suit the needs of the Puffing Billy
Railway. Full interlocking at Menzies Creek was provided to improve the safety at this major crossing station, however,
it was recognised that signallers could only be  rostered on duty on the major operating days. Consequently, the
signalling is designed to be operated by the Guards of the trains and to operate in a semi automatic fashion. The frame
can be set up such that the arrival signals will clear automatically for an arriving train provided the platform road is clear.
When a cross is to occur the signals will automatically clear for both trains (to arrive into different platforms, of course),
but with a time delay to prevent both trains from entering the station at the same time. Except for an upper quadrant
three position semaphore protecting the level crossing, all signals are two position somersault signals. The arrival
signals are motor worked using GRS model 2A signal motors, while the departure homes are wire worked. The main line
points at each end of the crossing loop are worked by point machines. This caption has been based on the tour notes.
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MINUTES OF MEETING HELD FRIDAY 15 FEBRUARY 2007,
AT THE BELGRAVE (NG) RAILWAY STATION, BELGRAVE, VICTORIA

Present: � W. Brook, B. Cleak, G. Cleak, G. Cumming, V. Findlay, R. Gomerski, C. Gordon, Judy Gordon, C. Guy,
W. Johnston, K. Lambert, A. McLean, J.D. McLean, G. O�Flynn, P. Silva, A. Waugh & A. Wheatland.

Apologies: � K. Ashman, D. Langley & T. Murray.
Visitors: � Catherine Gordon & Jim Gordon.

The Vice � President, Mr. Bill Johnston, took the chair & opened the meeting @ approximately 18:30
hours, and welcomed everybody to the Belgrave (NG) Railway Station.

General Business: �The February 2008 meeting consisted entirely of a visit to the Puffing Billy Railway locations at
Belgrave and Menzies Creek.
Under the guidance of PBR Signalling Manager (and SRSV member) Andrew Wheatland, members
inspected the signalling equipment at the country end of the Belgrave NG Yard.  Andrew provided a
description of the workings of the yard along with plans for the future including the construction of an
elevated signal box.
When the inspection of Belgrave was complete, members boarded a collection of PBR track trolleys for
the journey from Belgrave to Menzies Creek.
At Menzies Creek, the signal box was switched in to allow Andrew to demonstrate the features of this
recently completed facility.  Explanations were also given of the development of the signalling for the
layout at Menzies Creek along with the staff and ticket working on the Puffing Billy Railway.
Members took advantage of the extra daylight to inspect the signals, point machine and level crossing
equipment at the Down end of Menzies Creek yard.
With darkness closing in, the trolleys (with members aboard) departed for Clematis where the motor-
ised trolleys were reversed before returning to Menzies Creek for a brief stop and then continuing on to
Belgrave to conclude the evenings activities.
No other business was transacted during the meeting.
At the conclusion of the visit, the Vice � President thanked Andrew Wheatland for making all the
arrangements for the evening and for acting as our guide during the tour.

Meeting closed at approximately 22:30 hours.
The next meeting will be on Friday 28 March, 2008 at the Surrey Hills Neighbourhood Centre, Bedford
Avenue, Surrey Hill, commencing at 20:00 hours (8.00pm).

MINUTES OF 2007 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HELD FRIDAY 14 MARCH 2007,
AT THE SURREY HILLS NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE, 1 BEDFORD AVENUE, SURREY HILLS

Present: � J. Black, W. Brook, B. Cleak, G. Cleak, G. Cumming, G. Dunn, V. Findlay, C. Gordon, J. Gordon,  W.
Johnston, K. Lambert, D. Langley, S. Malpass, B. McCurry, A. McLean, T. Murray, T. Penn, B. Sherry, F.
Strik & R. Whitehead.

Apologies: � N. Bamford, J.D. McLean, G. O�Flynn, L. Savage, P. Silva, S. Turnbull & A. Waugh.
Visitors: � Geoff Tasker.
The President, Mr. David Langley, took the chair & opened the meeting @ 20:09 hours.
Minutes of the 2006 Annual General Meeting: -  Accepted as read (in three parts).  W. Johnston / G. Dunn.  Carried.
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Business Arising: �  Nil.
President�s Report: � The President, David Langley, presented the President�s Report to the meeting.

Where does the time go?  A further year has passed and with it a goodly number of our beloved signal
boxes.  It would appear that country tours to places of interest are becoming a thing of the past.  How-
ever, I am sure that our intrepid tour organiser will come up with something interesting.
 �Somersault� continues to hit the streets full of interesting news and articles, however, with the expan-
sion of the Waugh household even more pressure is being applied to the Editor�s time and there will
come a time when something will have to give, and I am afraid it will be �Somersault�.  I am in no
doubt that Andrew likes the job of editing but would welcome more input from the members.  Any-
thing signalling related will do even some pictures with captions will help fill a page or two.
A further white ant attack has caused work at the archives to grind to a halt whilst the little devils are
got rid of.  I believe that that time is near and then we can get on with the job of getting the archives into
some semblance of usability.
The society is fortunate to have some tireless workers on the Committee and none work harder than our
Secretary, Glenn, he has again worked miracles and this year it was made a wee bit harder � well
actually a bloody sight harder � when he was brought down by the dreaded lurgy.  Nonetheless he, like
the Phoenix, has risen to the task again so our grateful thanks for all that hard work.  Peter, our Treas-
urer, has again kept the books in order and our money working hard.  Bill, the Vice � President and
Syllabus Organiser, has provided us with entertainment for meetings throughout the year and our
Committee Persons � Wilfrid and Steve � have added to the discussions on the committee discussion list
� these lists seem to have taken the place of direct Committee Meetings although many society discus-
sions have taken place on the back porch in Avenel.
What would a society do without members, so to all our members I say thank you for being part of our
society, coming to meetings and tours and we hope that you get something in return from the society.
Thank you all.
I move the report. David Langley, President. D. Langley / S. Malpass.  Carried.

Treasurer�s Report: � In the absence of the Treasurer, Peter Silva, David Langley read the Treasurer�s Report and
presented the Profit & Loss Statement and the Balance Sheet for the year ended 31st December 2006.
The Society had another successful year financially with a surplus of $689.92 albeit reduced from the
previous year�s $858.99.  This reduction may not seem particularly significant but when considered in
the context of the donation received in 2006 of $125.00, it cannot be ignored as the surplus excluding the
donation was less than the interest we earned.
As noted last year, from a financial management perspective, interest should be re � invested and not
used to cover operational expenses.  We have now entered that realm of requiring interest to cover
expenses and so it is appropriate to increase our income to offset our rising costs.
Consequently it was recommended to the SRSV Committee that Membership for 2007 was increased to

The narrow gauge trolley about to depart Belgrave (ng) for Menzies Creek on the occasion of the Society�s tour.
Photo: Glenn Cummings
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$26.00 and the cost of Signalling Record increased to $47.00.  This modest increase, the first change in 5
years, should be sufficient to stabilise the decline in surplus provided we do not see continued escalation
of our costs.
Peter Silva, Treasurer
Motion:  That the Treasurer�s report is received and adopted. R. Whitehead / V. Findlay.  Carried.

Auditor�s Report: � In the absence of The Auditor, Jon Churchward, the Auditor�s Report was tabled.
Motion:  That the Auditor�s Report be accepted. W. Johnston / B. Sherry.  Carried.

Tours Report: � The Tours Officer, Glenn Cumming, reported on the tour conducted during the year.
One signal box tour was conducted during the year 2006. The tour for the year was the annual Showday
Tour / Cupday Tour etc, this year held on Saturday 16th September 2006 and Monday 18th September
2006.   The dates were chosen after consultation with Connex and Pacific National to ensure that mem-
bers had the opportunity to visit the selected signal boxes, within the operational constraints of the two
operators.  The locations visited this year were Spencer Street No.1 Box, Metrol and West Tower. As was
to be expected, this tour was well attended and this justified the extra effort required to arrange this
tour.
Organisation of SRSV tours is not a one man job and thanks must go to the following people for their
assistance in organising this year�s tour: � to David Langley and Andrew Waugh for their advice &
comments and especially for reminding me of all the tasks I had forgotten to do.
My thanks to all members & friends who participated & helped to ensure the success of the tour.
Special thanks must go to the officers of the various railway operating & engineering companies who
allow the SRSV to visit areas not normally open to the general public.  Their assistance is very much
appreciated.  Without their co � operation, SRSV tours would not occur.  This year, the SRSV appreciated
the co � operation and assistance of David Ward and Richard Burns at Pacific National and Bill Uren, Bill
Taylor and Kevin Giovannini at Connex.  My thanks to all these gentlemen for their assistance.
The Tours Officer always welcomes suggestions & comments regarding the conduct of SRSV tours,
especially ideas for future tours.
Glenn Cumming Tours Officer. R. Whitehead / S. Malpass.  Carried.

Membership Report: �   The Membership Officer, Glenn Cumming, tabled the Membership Report.
Type 2006 2005 Movement
V 64 64 �
K 32 36 � 4
N 1 1 �
KL 3 3 �
VH 5 5 �
Total 105 109 � 4
Analysis of Movement
Additions:  � V. Findlay (V), R. Montgomery (V)
Non Renewals: � W. Bastin (V), J. Churchward (V), D. Goddard (V), A. Hinde (K), S. Kelly (V), R.
McDermott (V)
Transfers: � N. Bamford (K � V), P. Cox (K � V), P. Fisher (K � V)
Glenn Cumming, Membership Officer. B. Sherry / R.Whitehead.  Carried.

Editorial Report: �  In the absence of the Editor, Andrew Waugh, Glenn Cumming read the Editorial Report to the
meeting.
Production of �Somersault� has been difficult during the year, but six issues were produced during 2006.
Production is currently running about one issue behind due to (happy) changes in the Editor�s family
life.  Unfortunately, the Editor is unlikely to get the time he once spent on signalling for about 18 years.
So if members want an interesting, timely, magazine,
content for �Somersault� is required.  Articles (short or long), photographs, or letters can be submitted.
One area that has long been underrepresented in �Somersault� is the stories of people working in the
job � signallers, technicians, etc.
Photographs of vanished signalling installations are also welcome � we get a very good response when
these are published.
Andrew Waugh, Editor. V. Findlay / W. Johnston.  Carried.
David Langley commented favourably on the high quality of each issue of �Somersault�.
Contributions to �Somersault� were discussed with a request to assist the Editor wherever possible.
Please contribute to your magazine.

Archives Report: �  The Archivist, Bob Whitehead, presented the Archives Report.
Action by Victrack to combat a white ant infestation in the outer room appears to have been successful.
This will now permit us to construct timber shelving so that further sorting out can proceed.
During the year measurements were undertaken with a view to erecting the South Yarra frame which
can now proceed having got rid of the white ants.
A quantity of archival material has been received from Bob Taaffe of New South Wales which has to be
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sorted out.
During the year, a tour to the Public Records Office was organised.
It would be appreciated if another SRSV member could come forward to undertake the position of
Archivist.
Offers of assistance with the archives collection is always welcome.
R.Whitehead, Archivist. R. Whitehead / G. Dunn.  Carried.
Wilfrid Brook advised that he had enjoyed the tour to the PRO.

Market Street Report: �  In the absence of Peter Silva, Bill Johnston presented the Market Street Report.
The main truss has now been relocated inside the East Block at Newport Workshops. More work has
been undertaken on the main truss to prepare the truss for engineering assessment.
W. Johnston, Market Street Sub � Committee. W. Johnston / B. McCurry.  Carried.

Elections: � The President, David Langley, stepped down from the chair and the meeting invited Bill Johnston to
chair the meeting for the election of the new Committee.
No written nominations were received.
The following verbal nominations were received at the meeting: �
President: � D. Langley, nominated by B. Sherry and seconded by V. Findlay.
Vice President: � W.Johnston, nominated by R. Whitehead and seconded by F. Strik.
Secretary: � G.Cumming, nominated by W. Johnston and seconded by W. Brook.
Treasurer: � P. Silva, nominated by T. Penn and seconded by B. McCurry.
Committeeman: � W.Brook nominated by F. Strik and seconded by G. Cleak.
Committeeman: � S. Malpass nominated by F. Strik and seconded by G. Cleak.
There being no further nominations, all nominees were declared duly elected to the position.

Auditor: � Moved T. Penn, seconded V. Findlay, that Jon Churchward be appointed as Auditor for the next year.
Carried.

General Business: �  David Langley asked Bill Johnston to address the meeting.
Bill Johnston outlined to the meeting the service given to the SRSV by Glenn Cumming and asked the
meeting to support the nomination of Glenn Cumming for Life Membership of the SRSV.
Glenn Cumming was nominated for Life Membership of the SRSV by Bill Johnston and seconded by Bob
Whitehead.
David Langley spoke in favour of the nomination.
The nomination was carried on a show of hands.
A shocked Glenn Cumming responded by firstly advising that this was a complete surprise, that he was
lost for words and then by advising that he thought he knew everything that went on inside the SRSV
but had now been proven very wrong.
Glenn thanked the meeting and the members for their support.  Glenn noted that contributing to the
SRSV was a way of thanking the SRSV and its members for many wonderful friends and for the acquisi-
tion of much fantastic knowledge.
An outline of events in New Zealand for the centenary of the NIMT in 2008 was provided.
Steve Malpass asked if it was possible to acquire signalling material from the Upfield Line eg. reversers.
It was noted that this material was under the control of the City of Moreland.
Brian Sherry asked who was responsible for the retained signal boxes at Clifton Hill.  The answer was
not known.

Meeting closed @ 21:10 hrs.
The March 2007 Annual General Meeting was followed by the March 2007 Ordinary Meeting.

SIGNALLING ALTERATIONS

The following alterations were published in WN 1/08 to WN 8/08 and ETRB A circulars. The alterations have been
edited to conserve space. Dates in parenthesis are the dates of publication, which may not be the date of the alteration.

21.12.2007 Flinders St - Spencer St - West Tower (SW 314/07, WN 1)
Commencing with the first train on Friday, 21.12., the Signaller West Tower must obtain the permission
of the Signaller Caulfield Panel, Metrol, before signalling a non-electric train towards the Up Main
Goods Line. Before granting permission, the Signaller Caulfied Panel must set the route from Home 726
to the Through Suburban Viaduct Line.
Freight trains operating between Flinders Street and Spencer Street must be routed via the Up and Down
Through Suburban lines and No 9A Track at Flinders St.
A non electric train is not permitted to depart Flinders St until the preceding train is clear of Post 252
(West Tower) or 815 (Down Through Suburban line). Empty V/line Passenger trains must not be
permitted to follow another train from Flinders St until a route can be set from the viaduct lines towards
a clear platform at Spencer Street.
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21.12.2007 Altona Junction - Laverton - Werribee (SW 313/07 & 323/07, WN 1)
Commencing with the first train on Friday, 21.12., the following restrictions will apply.
All Down trains between Altona Junction - Laverton - Werribee must be routed via the East Line and all
Up trains via the West Line. Up non-electric trains must be held at LAV16 until the West Line is clear to
Home 232 at Altona Junction.
At Laverton, all Down trains on the East Line must be held at Controlled Automatic LAV10 until the line
is clear to LAV6. A Level 3 Safeworking Co-ordinator will be stationed at LAV10 and will display a red
hand signal when LAV10 is displaying stop.

21.12.2007 Spencer St - Caulfield - Pakenham (SW 316/07, WN 1)
Commencing with the first train on Friday, 21.12., all V/line passenger trains will terminate at
Pakenham. Empty V/line passenger trains operating between Spencer St and Pakenham for mainte-
nance will be scheduled by an S circular. Freight trains will operate at restricted times, except for the
Apex train which will operate under special instructions.
A non-electric train running between Caulfield and Pakenham must not be allowed to leave a signalled
location until the previous train has been reported as having cleared the next signalled location.

21.12.2007 Moorabbin - Caulfield (SW 315/07, WN 1)
Commencing with the first Up train on Friday, 21.12., all Up Long Island freight trains, Stony Point
changeover trains, or any non electric train must be routed via the Up line between Moorabbin and
Caulfield. Such trains must be held at CFD777 until the preceeding train is clear of CFD769, CFD747, or
CFD729 and the route is set. Alternatively, such trains can be worked via the Through Siding.

22.12.2007 Werribee - Little River (SW 194/07, WN 2)
On Saturday, 22.12., the signal lights on Automatic GG1178 were changed to a TR2 Tricolour LED for
evaluation.

24.12.2007 Brooklyn - Apex Quarry Siding (SW 193/07, WN 2)
On Monday, 24.12., the following alterations were carried out at Points A leading to the Apex Quarry
and Brooklyn Tip Sidings.
The existing A pattern Annett key and lock on the point lever at Points A was removed. A locked box
secured with a V5PSW key was provided at Points A and contains an F Pattern/A Pattern Annett lock
exchange apparatus. Points A remain secured normal by an F Pattern Annett lock, with the key held in a
crosslock released by West Tower or Brooklyn (when being operated locally).
Operating Procedure 34 was reissued.
When a train is to enter the sidings, the Driver must communicate with the Signaller West Tower when
the train arrives at Post 1 Brooklyn. The Signaller must instruct the Driver whether the train is to lock
away in the siding. Post 1 may then be placed at proceed and the train can then proceed and come to a
stand clear of Points A. The Driver must then obtain the F pattern key from the crosslock and reverse
Points A. If the train is to lock away in the siding, Points A must be restored to normal once the train is
clear of the main line and the F Pattern Annett key restored to the crosslock. If Points A are to be left
reverse while the train shunts the siding, the Driver is to remove the A Pattern key (this will secure the
F Pattern key in the lock in the box) and retain it while the train is shunting the siding.
When a train is leave the sidings, the Driver must obtain permission from the Signaller West Tower
prior to passing the Approach Section Indicator Board at Somerville Road. Prior to granting permission
the Signaller must place a blocking command on SUN762. When the train is clear of Points A the compe-
tent employee must obtain the A pattern key from the Driver and insert it in the lock in the box. After
the train has cleared the points, the employee must restore the points to normal remove the F pattern
key, and restore it to the crosslock.
If the train is required to operate towards the East or West Lines at Brooklyn (i.e. towards Newport), the
train must be shunted behind Post 1 at Brooklyn. The Signaller must then clear this Home signal for the
train to proceed towards Posts 4 or 5.

03.01.2008 Mittyack - Kulwin (TON 1/08, WN 2)
From 3.1., the line between Mittyack and Kulwin has been booked out of service due to sand slides.
Baulks have been provided 1.5 km on the Down side of Mittyack at 468.538 km and train orders must not
be issued beyond Mittyack.

(08.01.2008) Blackburn (SW 2/08, WN 1)
Commencing forthwith, Down Through trains are not permitted to overtake another Down Through
train at Blackburn. Down Through trains are permitted to pass a Down terminating train at Blackburn.

(08.01.2008) Caulfield (SW 321/07, WN 1)
Commencing forthwith, Down Dandenong trains must not be signalled towards CFD612 (at Grange Rd)
until that signal is at proceed.

12.01.2008 Spencer St (SW 16/08, WN 3)
On Saturday, 12.1., the Westinghouse Tri-colour LED units in following signals were replaced by United
Group Mark 3 TC1 Tri-colour LED units: Posts 723 and 726.

14.01.2008 Bowser (SW 2/08, WN 2/08)
Between Saturday, 12.1., and Monday, 14.1., boom barriers were provided at the existing flashing light
signals at Three Chain Road (240.117 km). The boom barriers will be operated by a level crossing
predictor.
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(15.01.2008) Swan Hill (TON 8/08, WN 2)
The main line points leading into the disused freight (Fast Track) road have been secured normal.

18.01.2008 Caulfield - Oakleigh (SW 10/08 et al, WN 3)
Between Wednesday, 16.1., and Friday, 18.1., the Westinghouse Tri-colour LED units in the A lights of
the following signals were replaced by United Group Mark 3 TC1 Tri-colour LED units:
16.1: CFD612, D387, D397, D407, D417, and D427 (SW 8/08)
17.1: D376, D390, D410, D420, D442, and D456 (SW 9/08)
18.1: D441 and D451 (SW 10/08)

18.01.2008 Ultima Block Point - Robinvale (TON 15/08, WN 4)
Commencing Friday, 18.1., the line between Ultima Block Point and Robinvale has been booked out of
service for track works and level crossing upgrades.

19.01.2008 Flinders Street - Spencer Street (SW 17/08, WN 3)
On Saturday, 19.1., the Westinghouse Tri-colour LED units on Post 725 (Down Through Suburban
Viaduct) were replaced by United Group Mark 3 TC1 Tri-colour LED units.

20.01.2008 Altona Junction - Laverton - Hoppers Crossing (SW 20/08 & SW 26/08, WN 3)
On Sunday, 20.1., the Westinghouse Tri-colour LED units in the following signals were replaced by
United Group Mark 3 TC2 Tri-colour LED units: G554, GG554, LAV 2, LAV 12, LAV 14, G 957, and GG957.
As from 1000 hours Circulars SW 313/07 and SW 323/07 are cancelled.

(22.01.2008) Caulfield (SW 26/08, WN 3)
Commencing forthwith, SW 321/07 is cancelled.

(22.01.2008) Caulfield - Dandenong (SW 27/08, WN 3)
Commencing forthwith SW 316/07 is cancelled. Absolute block working between Caulfield and
Dandenong for non-electric trains has been cancelled, but will still be in force between Dandenong and
Pakenham.

22.01.2008 Kooyong (SW 19/08, WN 3)
On Tuesday, 22.1., tramway Catches 11 and 12 were disconnected from the frame and secured in the
closed position as a trial of �straight railing�. The trial will run end after 19.2. Recorded post phones are
provided at the tram signals. Blue �call� lights are provided at the tram signals to indicate to tram drivers
that they are required to contact the signaller.

24.01.2008 Spencer St No 1 (SW 34/08, WN 4)
On Thursday, 24.1., Points 77 were converted to motor operation by a an M23A dual control point
machine.

27.01.2008 Franklin St - North Melbourne (SW 21/08 & 36/08, WN 4)
On Sunday, 27.1., the Westinghouse Tri-colour LED units of the following signals were replaced by
United Group Mark 3 TC1 Tri-colour LED units: Franklin St Posts 483, 554, 710, and 807, and North
Melbourne Post NME567 (Down East Suburban).

(29.01.2008) Allumatta - Wodonga (SW 7/08, WN 4)
Signalling Diagrams 146/07 (Allumatta - Bowser) and 148/07 (Springhurst - Wodonga Loop) replaced
132/07 and 134/07 as in service.

(29.01.2008) Dandenong - Pakenham (SW 40/08, WN 4)
The absolute block working conditions for non electric trains between Dandenong & Pakenham (SW 27/
08) was cancelled. Freight trains resumed their time table schedules commencing 1 February 2008.

30.01.2008 Narre Warren - Officer (SW 44/08, WN 5)
On Wednesday, 30.1., Up Automatic D1410 was relocated to a ground mast. Amend Diagram 141/06
(Narre Warren - Pakenham).

31.01.2008 Spencer St No 1 Box (SW 43/08, WN 5)
On Thursday, 31.1., Points 73 were converted to motor operation with a M23A point machine. Normal,
reverse, and out of correspondence indications were provided.

31.01.2008 Beaufort (SW 8/08, WN 5)
On Wednesday, 30.1., and Thursday, 31.1., flashing lights and boom barriers were provided at the
passive crossings at Black Bottom Rd (150.743 km) and Scullin Rd (153.441 km) on the Up side of Beau-
fort. Operation of the level crossings is via a level crossing predictor and remote monitoring was
provided.
On Thursday, 31.1., flashing lights and boom barriers were provided at the passive crossing at Waterloo
Rd (157.272 km) on the Up side of Beaufort. Operation of the level crossing is via a level crossing
predictor and remote monitoring was provided.

31.01.2008 Dandenong - Pakenham
Between Tuesday, 22.1., and Thursday, 31.1., the Westinghouse Tri-colour LED units of the following
signals were replaced by United Group Mark 3 TC2 Tri-colour LED units:
22.01. PKM12 and PKM14 (SW 28/08, WN 3)
24.01. Up Home 32 (Berwick), D1722, D1800, PKM10 (D1824), PKM16. (SW 12/08 & 13/08, WN 4)
25.01. D1229, D1291, Down Home 28 (Berwick), D1721, PKM4 (D1799) (SW 14/08, WN 4)
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30.01. D1338, D1410, D1470, D1524, D1578, D1648 (SW 31/08, WN 5)
31.01 D1339, D1387, D1497, D1577, D1645 (SW 32/08, WN 5)

02.02.2008 Melbourne Yard (TON 41/08, WN 8)
On 2.2., the North Melbourne Storage Yard was booked out of service. The points leading to the storage
yard have been clipped.

(05.02.2008) Flinders St - Spencer St (SW 38/08, WN 5)
Circular SW 314/07 is cancelled. Commencing forthwith, all non-electric train movements between
Flinders St and Spencer St must operate via the Through Suburban Viaduct lines. Permission must be
obtained from the Manager Rail Safety if it is necessary to alter this routing.

(05.02.2008) Flinders St - Spencer St (SW 49/08, WN 5)
Circular SW 38/08 is cancelled. Commencing forthwith, non-electric train movements may operate
between Flinders St and Spencer St on the Through Suburban Viaduct lines without restriction, and via
the City Circle Viaduct line under the following restrictions.
Flinders St - Spencer St: The non-electric train is not permitted to depart from Flinders St until the
preceeding train has arrived at Spencer St and the route for the non-electric train is set into Tracks 8, 8A,
or 8 South. Points 014 and 023 must be restored to normal immediately the movement has been com-
pleted.
Spencer St - Flinders St: Non-electric trains may depart from Tracks 8, 8A, or 8 South provided the
previous train has cleared Post 084. Points 014 and 023 must be restored to normal immediate the
movement has been completed.
Flinders St. Non-electric trains are not permitted to be routed via Platform 14 (Home 160). When Down
non-electric trains are to be routed into Platforms 3 or 4 past Homes 334 or 344, the non-electric train
must held at the signal in the rear (Homes 332 or 572) until the platform road is clear. When Down non-
electric trains are to be routed into Platforms 6 (past Home 586) or 7 (past Home 736) they are not to be
signalled into the platform until the train can be signalled through the platform and the previous train
is clear of Posts 690 (Down CL) or 694 (Down CT)
The permission of the Manager Rail Safety must be obtained before a non-electric train is signalled via
the Caulfield, Northern, or Burnley Viaduct lines.

(05.02.2008) Operation of passenger trains on freight lines (TON 29/08, WN 5)
Commencing forthwith passenger trains containing passengers are not to operate on the following V/
Line leased lines:
* Brooklyn - Newport (West Line)
* Brooklyn - Sunshine
* Albion - Broadmeadows (Broad Gauge)
* South Kensington - Sims Street Junction (via freight lines)
* West Footscray Junction - Sunshine
If it is necessary to operate passenger carrying trains on these lines due to a disruption or blockage
(planned or unplanned), the passenger train operator must request permission from the V/Line Re-
gional Network and Access Manager via the Senior Train Controller. This permission may not be given
immediately due to the need for track inspection (etc).

08.02.2008 Spencer St No 1 Box (SW 60/08, WN 6)
On Friday, 8.2., the existing point machines on Points 301 and 303 were replaced with M23A point
machines.

08.02.2008 Franklin St (SW 57/08, WN 6)
On Friday, 8.2., the Westinghouse Tri-colour LED units of co-acting signal 711P were replaced by United
Group Tri-colour LED units.

09.02.2008 Spencer St No 1 Box (SW 61/08, WN 6)
On Saturday, 9.2., Points 125 and 126 were converted to motor operation with a M23A point machines.
Normal, reverse, and out of correspondence indications were provided. In addition, the existing point
machines on Points 86 and 132 were replaced with M23A point machines.

09.02.2008 Lara (SW 17/08, WN 7)
On Saturday, 9.2., the Westinghouse Tri-colour LED units of G1787 and GG1787 were replaced by TR2
Tri-colour LED units.

10.02.2008 Newmarket (SW 52/08, WN 6)
On Sunday, 10.2., Automatic E201 was relocated to a ground mast. Amend Diagram 53/07 (Kensington -
Essendon).

(12.02.2008) Spencer St (SW 53/08, WN 6)
Circulars SW57/03 and SW 72/03 are replaced by the following.
Routing restrictions Tracks 2, 2A, 2B, and 3.
Due to track geometry constraints the following movements may not be signalled simultaneously:
* Over Points 233 reverse (between Nos 2B & 3 Tracks) and Points 231 reverse (between No 2A & 2 Tracks)
* Over Points 245 reverse (between No 2B and 3 Tracks) and Points 249 reverse (between No 2A and 2

Tracks).
These restrictions will be incorporated into the interlocking of the new computer based interlocking.
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12.02.2008 North Melbourne (SW 64/08, WN 7)
On Tuesday, 12.2., the Westinghouse Tri-colour LED units of the following signals were replaced by
United Group Tri-colour Mark 3 TC2 LED units: Homes NME567, NME797, and NME798.

13.02.2008 Terang (SW 16/08, WN 6)
On Tuesday, 12.2., and Wednesday, 13.2., flashing lights were provided at Station Rd (232.266 km) and
Sampsons Ford Rd (234.394 km) near Garvoc. In addition, the equipment at Laang Rd (232.723 km) was
upgraded. The flashing lights are operated by level crossing predictors configured so that trains travel-
ling at greater than 50 km/h at the predictor board may continue to increase their speed, but trains at
less than this speed must not accelerate. Remote monitoring equipment will be provided.

15.02.2008 Box Hill - Nunawading
Between Wednesday, 13.2., and Friday, 15.2., the Westinghouse Tri-colour LED units of the following
signals were replaced by United Group Tri-colour Mk3 TC2 LED units:
13.2. L578 and L598 (SW 67/08, WN 5)
14.2. BBN306, BBN310 (SW 82/08, WN 7)
15.2. BOX301, BBN203 (SW 83/08 & 84/08, WN 7)

17.12.2008 Tyabb (SW 86/08, WN 7)
On Sunday, 17.2., boom barriers were provided at the Mornington - Tyabb Rd (60.034 km). Amend
Diagram 44/07 (Leawarra - Stony Point).

(19.02.2008) Operation of passenger trains on freight lines (TON 37/08, WN 5)
For historical reasons, or contingency plans, the Network Service Plan lists freight lines that can be used
by passenger trains. However, due to the different maintenance regimes and standards that apply to
freight lines, the NSP does not give authority to operate passenger trains on freight lines.
When an incident requires passenger trains to operate on freight lines, the Train Controller must contact
the Track Maintenance Supervisor to certify the track prior to running the passenger train. The Supervi-
sor must also advise the Train Controller of the maximum speed permitted. The Train Controller must
determine if the track has not been used for more than 48 hours and, if so, invoke the necessary proce-
dures (TON-0226-07).
Freight lines include:
* Brooklyn - Newport (West Line)
* Brooklyn - Sunshine
* Albion - Broadmeadows (Broad Gauge)
* South Kensington - Sims Street Junction (via freight lines)
* West Footscray Junction - Sunshine

(19.02.2008) Meredith (SW 20/08, WN 7)
The following arrangements will apply for stabling track machines and the operation of plant trains for
track works between Batesford and Ballarat.
Track machines may be stabled in No 3 Road. No 2 Road is a running road and track machines may not
be stabled there. The points to No 3 Road are secured by a hand locking bar and a hand operated derail
is provided in No 3 Road. Points 6 at the Up end of No 2 Road are booked out and access to No 2 Road is
only available at the Down end.
Meredith will only be attended (and the signals restored to stop) whilst an absolute occupation is in
force between Lethbridge Block Point and Lal Lal Block Point. The absolute occupation will include the
station limits at Meredith.
The Track Force Co-ordinator will be responsible for theco-ordination of all rail movements within the
area of absolute occupation, however, within the Meredith station limits the signaller will be responsi-
ble fo the co-ordination of all rail movements under the direction of the Track Force Co-ordinator. The
signaller must obtain the permission of the Track Force Co-ordinator prior to placing the fixed signals
to proceed or to stop (i.e. switching in or out).

(19.02.2008) Lal Lal (SW 21/08, WN 7)
The following arrangements will apply for stabling track machines and the operation of plant trains for
track works between Batesford and Ballarat.
Track machines and plant trains are permitted to stable in the loop siding which may be accessed from
either end. The points will be unlocked by the Master Key issued to the Track Force Co-ordinator. Prior
to any rail movement across Clarendon St, the flashing lights must be manually operated using the key
provided.
When a plant train operating under the cover of an absolute occupation is to stable at Lal Lal, the Track
Force Co-ordinator must personally ensure that the plant train is properley secured and shut down prior
to returning the absolute occupation. If the plant train being stabled is in possession of a Train Order, a
Signaller must be in attendance.
When a plant train stabled at Lal Lal is to enter traffic under cover of an absolute occupation, the Driver
must, before starting the locomotive, have signed the absolute occupation form. Otherwise, the Driver
must be in possession of a Train Order for the section with a Signaller in attendence.

(19.02.2008) Blackburn (SW 89/08, WN 7)
Commencing forthwith, Circular SW 2/08 is cancelled.
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20.02.2008 Flinders St (SW 75/08, WN 8)
On Wednesday, 20.2., the Westinghouse Tri-colour LED units of Homes 586 and 736 (Nos 6,7 & 14 Tracks)
were replaced by United Group Tri-colour LED units.

21.02.2008 Ultima Block Point - Manangatang Block Point (TON 42/08, WN 8)
From 1500 hours on Thursday, 21.2., this section will be booked back into service. The line is baulked at
Manangatang Block Point pending completion of the track works and level crossing surface upgrades.

22.02.2008 Spencer St No 1 Box (SW 107/08, WN 8)
On Friday, 22.2., Points 85 were converted to motor operation with a M23A point machines. Normal,
reverse, and out of correspondence indications were provided.

23.02.2008 Spencer St No 1 Box (SW 108/08, WN 8)
On Saturday, 23.2., Points 72 and 124 were converted to motor operation with a M23A point machines.
Normal, reverse, and out of correspondence indications were provided.

24.02.2008 Flinders St (SW 78/08, WN 8)
On Sunday, 24.2., the Westinghouse Tri-colour LED units of Homes 334 and 344 (Nos 3 & 4 Tracks) were
replaced by United Group Tri-colour LED units.

(26.02.2008) Meredith (SW 25/08, WN 8)
SW 20/08 is amended. Permission is granted to stable plant trains in No 2 Road under the following
conditions. Baulks are provided in No 2 Road on the Down side of Post 4. The plant train must stable in
the Up end of No 2 Road between the fouling point of No 3 Road and Post 4, as close as possible to the
baulks. Baulks and a hand operated derail must be applied on the Down side of the plant train after it
has stabled. While a plant train is in No 2 Road the points at each end of No 2 Road must be secured
normal with point clips and a suitable entry made in the TRB. Before the absolute occupation is can-
celled, the Train Force Co-ordinator must ensure that no vehicles are standing in No 2 Road and that all
baulks and the derail block has been removed.

(26.02.2008) Wangaratta (SW 25/08, TON 46/08, WN 8)
When a Down passenger train terminates at Wangaratta to form an Up passenger train, the following
instructions will apply.
The Train Controller must ensure that the Down train is issued with a Master Key at Seymour to operate
the points at Wangaratta. Provided no conflicts exist, permission is granted for a return Train Order to
be issued between Riggs Creek and Wangaratta. This should read as follows: �Proceed to Wangaratta
shunt as required and return to Riggs Creek Loop with Master Key�. While a return Train Order is in
force Hi/Rail vehicles cannot be issued for the Riggs Creek Loop - Bowser Block Point section.
The Signaller at Riggs Creek Loop will travel to Wangaratta by car after the departure of the Down
passenger train from Riggs Creek. At Wangaratta they are to obtain the Master Key from the Driver and
assist in shunting (including operating the points). When the train is ready to depart, the Signaller must
ensure the points are correctly set and return the Master Key to the Driver. The Driver and the Train
Controller are to be informed that the points are correctly set. The Signaller is to then return by car to
Riggs Creek Loop. The station staff at Wangaratta are to promptly advise the Train Controller of the
departure of each Up train.
If it is necessary to stable a passenger train in the siding, the Signaller must retain the Master Key until
the Driver is issued with a Train Order.

(26.02.2008) Sandringham (SW 106/08, WN 8)
No 4 Siding has been booked out of use due to damage to an overhead stanchion caused by a derail-
ment. The points to No 4 Siding have been secured to lie for No 3 Track.

27.02.2008 Caulfield - Oakleigh (SW 88/08, WN 7)
Between Monday, 18.2., and Wednesday, 27.2., the Westinghouse Tri-colour LED units of the following
signals were replaced by United Group Tri-colour Mk3 TC2 LED units: CFD612, D376, D387, D390, D397,
D407, D410, D417, D420, D427, D441, D442, and D456.

28.02.2008 Spencer Street (SW 25/08, WN 3)
Between the end of January and Thursday, 28.2., the Westinghouse Tri-colour LED units of the following
signals were replaced by United Group Mark 3 TC1 Tri-colour LED units:
(22.01) Posts 137, 140, 164, 244, 250, 258, 308, 316, 505, 507, 508, 509, and 520. The temporary signal altera-
tions in SW 319/07 have been removed and the signals restored to normal operation. (SW 25/08, WN 3)
25.01 Post 817 (Down Through Suburban) (SW 22/08, WN 4)
12.02 Post 283 (Nos 10 & 11 Tracks) (SW 55/08, WN 7)
13.02 Posts 306 and 566 (Nos 10 & 11 Tracks) (SW 63/08, WN 7)
14.02 Posts 526 and 705 (Nos 10A & 12 Tracks) (SW 68/08, WN 7)
15.02 Post 706 (No 12 Track) (SW 70/08, WN 7)
16.02 Post 493 (No 11 Track) (SW 72/08, WN 7)
17.02 Posts 125, 305, 567, 707 (Viaduct lines) (SW 73/08, WN 7)
18.02 Post 491 (No 11 Track) (SW 87/08, WN 7)
(19.02) Posts 505, 507, 508, 509 and 518 (SW 65/08, WN 7)

(Continued on page 36)
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SOMERVILLE IN 1990

With the imminent abolition of electric staff working on
the Stony Point line, it is, perhaps, opportune to look at the
Train Register Book for Somerville circa 1990. The TRB
commences on 12 December 1989 and covers every alter-
nate fortnight before concluding on the 3 June 1991. Stand-
ard Victorian practice is to provide two TRBs at every loca-
tion. Each fortnight the books are swapped over; one book
is used to record the trains, and the second book is sent for
checking.

In 1990 Somerville (55.817 km) was the first staff station
on the Stony Point line (all references in this article will be
in the past tense, even though the situation may be un-
changed today). The line served the eastern side of the
Mornington Peninsular south of Melbourne. From the end
of the electrified suburban line at Frankston, the single
track Stony Point line first ran eastward across the penin-
sular to the former station of Langwarrin. At Langwarrin
the line turns south to run through the stations of Baxter,
Somerville, Tyabb, Hastings and Bittern. At Bittern the line
turned south east and passed adjacent to the naval base
HMAS Cerabus at Crib Point before terminating at the
edge of the water at Stony Point. At Stony Point a connect-
ing ferry served French�s Island and Phillip Island.

Passengers on the Stony Point were catered for by a
single train which shuttled between Frankston and Stony
Point. In 1989 this was scheduled to be a DRC hauling a
trailer, but the TRB suggests that it was, at least sometimes,
a loco hauled pass by late 1990. The pass was stabled over-
night at Crib Point and ran six return trips Monday to Thurs-
day, seven on Friday,  six on Saturday, and four on Sunday.

Unusually, the Stony Point line also saw goods trains.
BHP (now Bluescope Steel) had a large sheet metal plant at
Long Island near Hastings which received steel billets and,
possibly, shipped sheet steel. The BHP plant was served by
a short branch which junctioned from the Stony Point line
at Long Island Junction (62.436 km), just short of Hastings.
The TRB shows that goods service varied significantly from
one day to the next, however, there were usually two or
three trains Monday to Saturday. The most common Down
goods was 9334 which passed through Somerville around
0500 ex Albury. The empties returned to the North East on
9345 which passed through Somerville around 1700. The
locomotives on 9334 appeared to return on Up Goods 9522
which pass through Somerville around 0800. When 9522
did not run, the locomotives returned light as 0522 around
0700. A second Down goods, 9529, ex Tottenham yard, of-
ten ran and passed through around 1300, and a third, 9531,
around 1500. On the Up the only other common train was
9520 which ran very early in the morning, usually between
0400 and 0500.

The single line was worked by a combination of elec-
tric staff on the sections Frankston - Somerville - Hastings,
and Staff and Ticket on the section Hastings - Stony Point.
There was an intermediate electric staff instrument at Long

Island Junction in the Somerville - Hastings section to al-
low the Long Island freights to enter and leave the branch.
Crib Point had been disestablished as a Staff station in May
1987, but could still be opened as a temporary staff station
in the Hastings - Stony Point section.

The Frankston - Somerville section was worked by red
pattern large electric staff instruments. The section was 12
km long and included the Langwarrin bank (5 km mostly
at 1 in 50 facing Down trains) and the bank out of Baxter
(nearly 3 km at 1 in 50 facing Up trains). The pass was
scheduled to take 13 minutes on the Down and 16 minutes
on the Up (which probably includes some recovery time).
In 1987, freight trains were scheduled to take between 30
and 35 minutes on the Down, and around 29 minutes on the
Up. Up movements from Somerville were somewhat com-
plicated by special instructions in force at Frankston:

Line Clear for Up trains.- At Frankston there must
be a Clear Line on No 1, 2, or 3 Track as far as Post 8,
9, or 10, respectively, and the Points must be set for
the Clear Line before permission is given for an Up
train (Light Locomotive excepted) to approach [...]

Until August 1975 the line between Frankston and
Somerville had been worked by Train Staff and Ticket on
the sections Frankston - Baxter - Somerville. In Victoria,
under these rules, the signalman at Frankston had no power
to refuse Up trains. In June 1975 a Long Island freight train
ran away down the Langwarrin bank and collided with an
electric train in Frankston station. Electric Staff working
was then provided on the sections, with the above special
instruction to allow the Signalman at Frankston to refuse
trains when the station was not clear. Baxter was closed as
a staff station in February 1989 and the electric staff section
became Frankston - Somerville.

The Somerville - Hastings section was worked by blue
pattern large electric staff instruments with an intermedi-
ate instrument at Long Island Junction. The section was 9
km long and was largely falling in the Down direction.
The pass was scheduled to take 9 minutes on this section in
both directions. Freights only ran as far as Long Island
Junction, 2.5 km short of Hastings, and were scheduled to
take 20 minutes on the Down (10 minutes to travel to the
Junction, and 10 minutes to clear the main line), and 25
minutes on the Up (10 minutes to enter the main line, and
15 minutes to travel to Somerville).

Somerville was equipped with a Staff Exchange box to
allow trains to operate through Somerville while the sta-
tion was unattended.

In 1990 both Somerville and Hastings were staffed.
Somerville was a fairly typical non metropolitan staff

station - a type that is, in fact, becoming quite rare now.
The passenger platform and small station building was
located on the Down side of the line with the crossing loop
and goods siding opposite. The points at each end of the
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crossing loop were equipped with plunger locks, but the
points at each end of the goods siding were only secured
by hand locking bars and padlocks. The level crossings at
each end of the yard were equipped with flashing light
signals. Departure home signals were provided to suppress
the operation of the flashing light signals whilst a train
was standing at the platform or shunting.

The first example from the Train Register Book is for 24
January 1990 and is shown at the foot of this page. The TRB
is laid out with the Down trains on the left hand page and
Up trains on the facing right hand page. Each page is simi-
lar and is divided into thirteen columns. Each line on the
page normally contains the signals relating to the passage
of one train. For each train, the first column contains the
description of the train (normally the identification number
from the working timetable). The next five column show
the normal exchange of bell signals from the station in the
rear. Column 2 shows the time that station first asked �Is
Line Clear�. This column would only be filled in if, for
some reason, Somerville could not accept the train at that
time. This would be rare as, in Victoria, trains on a single
line section could normally be accepted if the line was clear
to the home signal. Column 3 shows the time that �Line
Clear� was granted and a staff released at the station in the
rear for the train. Column 4 shows the time the �Train De-
parture� signal (2 bells) was sent and indicates when the
train actually left the station. Column 5 shows the time
that �Train Arrival� (3 bells) was set from Somerville to
mark the arrival of the train and the insertion of the staff.
Some signalmen, such as the early shift signalman, fol-
lowed the practice of writing the time the train arrived
above the time that �Train Arrival� was sent. Column 6
records the staff number; this ensures that the signallers
actually go through the full process of inserting and ex-
tracting staffs.

Columns 7 to 11 are similar for the forward section.
The Electric Staff rules require that the forward section staff
be obtained when �Train Departure� is received from the
station in the rear (assuming that the forward section is

clear). However, comparing columns 4 and 8 shows that
the Signallers at Somerville normally extracted the for-
ward section staff in anticipation of receiving �Train De-
parture�. Since this was not corrected by the Block and
Signal Inspectors, I assume that this working was condoned.

The remarks column contains any relevant informa-
tion. The fractions indicate the number of passengers join-
ing and alighting from the train; passenger numbers can
be seen to be fairly light. The signalman is also required to
account for the time the train spent at the station. For ex-
ample, 9334 Down Goods is noted as �60 X + WLC�, that is
60 minutes spent crossing and waiting line clear. Down
Goods 9334 arrived at 0423 (but Train Arrival was not sent
until 0428, which suggests that it was put into No 2 Road).
It then had to wait until Up Goods 9520 arrived at 0517. The
staff for 9334 was immediately obtained and the train de-
parted at 0523. The meaning of �T� for 9520 is not clear, but
possibly means that it ran through without stopping. There
were standard abbreviations given in the General Appen-
dix for recording the time spent at a station. These were: S
(shunting), VG (van goods), LR (locomotive requirements),
TB (testing brakes), Cross (crossing trains), CC (change
crew), WLC (waiting line clear), and Ex (excess time at plat-
form).

As mentioned earlier, the Long Island branch junctioned
from the Somerville - Hastings section just short of Hast-
ings and an Intermediate Electric Staff instrument was lo-
cated at the junction. The supervising station (Station �A�)
for Long Island Junction was Hastings.

For Down trains proceeding to Long Island Junction,
the Signaller at Somerville used the special �Is Line Clear�
code: �Is Line Clear for Train to Proceed to Intermediate
Siding or Branch?� (2-2-1). This was acknowledged by Hast-
ings in the usual way, a staff extracted at Somerville and
given to the Driver. When the train had worked clear of the
main line at Long Island Junction and the points reset for
the main line, the Second Person would insert the staff in
the intermediate instrument and then informed the Signal-
man at Hastings. The Signalman at Hastings then sent �Train
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Arrived at Siding or Branch at �B�� (5-3) to Somerville which
is acknowledged.

For Up trains leaving Long Island Junction, the Second
Person contacted Hastings by phone and obtained permis-
sion to withdraw a staff. Hastings then asked Somerville
�Is Line Clear for a Train to proceed from B to C� (4-3). This
was acknowledged in the usual way by Somerville and
both Hastings and Somerville would hold down their bell
key to send current to release the staff at Long Island Junc-
tion. The normal �Train Arrival� signal was sent by
Somerville when the train arrived there. These bell signals
can be seen recorded in the Hastings columns of the regis-
ters.

Apart from bell codes exchanged for train movements,
the train register book is used to record any events of sig-
nificance, and examples of this will be given throughout
this article.

Signallers sign on and off in the train register to record
the change in responsibility for signalling. It can thus be
seen that Somerville was worked on two shifts: 0300 to
1100 hours and from 1100 to 1900 hours. The brief remark
�Signals + clock ok� when signing on signified the carry-
ing out of Rule 78a: �As soon as is reasonably practicable
after coming on duty, the Signalman must examine and try
his Fixed Signals [...] to see that they work well, are kept
clean, and show properly�, and the comparison of the clock
with the open stations on each side to ensure that it is cor-
rect.

Further down the page are the records of the track in-
spections granted. The placing of track vehicles on the run-
ning line was governed by instructions contained on pages
144 to 146 of the General Appendix. Before leaving a staff
station or place where communication was available to the
signalman, the employe in charge of the track machine
was required to advise the signalman of his destination
and the time required to complete the journey. The signal-
man was required to obtain the latest information about
the running of the trains from the train controller and adja-
cent signalman (if required). The signalman had to confer

with the train controller whether the permission could be
granted. If it was granted, the Train Controller endorsed
the details on the train graph. Before granting permission,
the Signalman had to check that the track vehicle had suffi-
cient time to complete its journey and be removed from
the track 10 minutes before a train could reach the portion
of line over which the track machine would run. The de-
tails of the permission had to be recorded in the TRB, and
the details communicated to the Signalman at the other
end of the section so that the details could be recorded in
the TRB there.

On electric staff sections, it was a general principle that
no staff should be out of the instruments when permission
is granted for a track vehicle to occupy a section (unless
train delays would be incurred). In all cases, where permis-
sion has been granted for permission through the section
(as is the case here), a staff should not be withdrawn for an
opposing train, and if one has already been withdrawn it
should be replaced in the instrument under the cancelling
signal if possible.

The employe in charge of the track machine had to re-
move it from the track before the time period granted ex-
pired, irrespective of whether the track machine had com-
pleted its journey. It was not necessary for the employe in
charge to inform the Signalmen that the track machine had
been removed, and the Signalmen could allow a train to
enter the section once the time period had expired.

At the top of the next page are the entries for 29 January
1990. The interesting entries are in the last line where the
last Down train, 8511 pass, was worked through using the
Staff Exchange Box. The final Up train (8510) arrived at
Somerville at 1801 and a Hastings staff was immediately
obtained for the 8511 and secured in the Staff Exchage Box.
When 8510 arrived at Frankston at 1819, Staff 21 was ob-
tained there for 8511. The Somerville signalman went off
duty at 1825. Train 8511 then worked through Somerville
around 1925 with the train crew exchanging the Frankston
- Somerville staff for the Somerville - Hastings staff. No
departure signals were sent or received for this train, of
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course, and this is denoted by the �SX� in columns 4 and 9.
When the early shift signalmen came on duty the follow-
ing morning the staffs were removed from the Staff Ex-
change Box and Train Arrival sent provided the train was
known to have arrived complete. Somerville received Train
Arrival from Hastings at 0330 on 30 January, and sent it to
Frankston at 0355. Frankston then immediately asked �Is
Line Clear� for 9334 Goods.

The 15 March 1990 entries (below) show a more inter-
esting day. The Frankston - Somerville staff for 9334 Goods
(the first of the day) was actually released to Frankston at
1836 the previous day before the signalman went off duty.
The register book shows that this procedure was occasion-
ally followed. It does not appear to have been strictly nec-
essary as 9334 Goods appears to have been due out of
Frankston around 0500, well after the Signalman at
Somerville would have been on duty. However, it pre-
vented a delay to 9334 Goods if the staff instruments failed
overnight.

On this day, however, 9334 Goods was delayed at
Frankston to deal with a hot box. When the first Up passen-
ger (8500) arrived at Somerville at 0646 the Goods had not

yet left Frankston. The passenger was delayed 12 minutes
at Somerville waiting Line Clear due to the goods.
(Frankston could not give Line Clear until a road was avail-
able through the station, and presumably the goods was
still shunting). At 0657 the staff obtained the previous night
for the Goods was replaced in the instrument at Frankston
and �Is Line Clear� cancelled (3-5). Somerville then ob-
tained a staff for 8500 at 0657 andthe train left at 0658. Train
Arrival was given back to Hastings at the same time. Train
8500 returned to Somerville as 8503 and arrived at 0736,
with Train Arrival being given at 0737. Frankston immedi-
ately asked line for the delayed 9334 Goods and this was
granted. The goods left Frankston at 0811 and arrived in
No 2 Road at 0832 to cross the pass returning to Frankston
as 8506. Train arrival for the goods was given at 0834. Train
8506 arrived at Somerville at 0834, and a Frankston staff
was immediately obtained and the train departed. Train
Arrival was given to Hastings for 8506 at 0836 and a staff
was immediately obtained for 9334 Goods which departed
at 0848 (reflecting the time the Signalman took to walk to
the Down end points and signal the train to depart). The
Goods was locked away on the Branch at 0904 and the Sig-
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nalman at Somerville immediately obtained a Hastings
staff for 8509 although the pass had not yet left Frankston.

At 1215 the Frankston signalman obtained a Staff. Al-
though the Somerville signalman has noted this as for a
�switch�, it appears that he originally thought the Staff was
for 9529 Goods as he obtained a Hastings Staff at 1217 (as
soon as the preceeding 8509 pass had arrived at Hastings).
Probably 9529 Goods was shunting outside the home sig-
nal at Frankston; possibly to attach the wagon with the hot
box. The Somerville Staff was replaced in the Frankston
instrument at 1235 under the cancelling signal, and the sig-
nalman at Frankston obtained a fresh Staff for 9529. The
goods departed Frankston at 1240. The Somerville signal-
man then cancelled the Hastings Staff at 1240 and immedi-
ately obtained a fresh Staff for the goods. It is not clear why
he could not use the original Staff for the goods.

At the top of the following pages can be found the en-
tries for the morning of 10 July 1990. Train 7369 (actually
K163 running light engine, probably to Crib Point) be-
came totally disabled at Baxter platform at 1030. Clearly
the Fireman got a lift from Baxter as he arrived at Somerville
at 1045 with the staff. 8510 Pass arrived at Somerville from

Hastings at 1042 and the locomotive was detached and de-
parted at 1052 to assist the disabled locomotive. Train 7369
arrived at 1108 and, presumably, the disabled locomotive
was placed in No 3 Road. The assisting locomotive was
recoupled to the passenger train. A Frankston staff was
obtained for it at 11.15 and the train departed at 1135 (about
50 minutes late). A light engine departed from Long Island
Junction at 1421 and arrived at Somerville at 1432. There it
attached K163 and departed from the yard at 1442 and ar-
rived at Hastings at 1504.

On the 4 April 1990 (bottom of the following pages) the
Somerville - Hastings staff instruments failed at 1845 - just
one minute after the Train Arrival signal had been received
for the last Down train of the day. The electrical fitters
were advised at 1850, but were unable to rectify the fault
and they arranged for a lineman to attend the following
day (probably the line had been broken, vandalised, or
stolen). A pilotman was arranged to work the trains be-
tween Somerville and Hastings and would sign on at 0345.
The fitters left at 2215 and the Signalman, on overtime,
signed off at 2230.

The early shift signalman signed on at Somerville at
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0300 and pilot working was instituted between Somerville
and Hastings at 0410. The pilotman probably signed on at
Hastings to set up the pilot working and would have ob-
tained the Master Key from the glass fronted box at that
location. He would have then travelled by car to Somerville
to complete the paperwork for establishing pilot working.
The Pilotman then accompanied 9334 (a light engine this
day) from Somerville to Long Island Junction. The light
engine left Somerville at 0421 and APIX was sent to Hast-

ings. No ACRE (train arrived) message was received for
this train, probably because the train did not proceed
through the section. The light engine returned with 9522
Goods. The pilotman despatched the goods from Long Is-
land Junction and was then transferred to Hastings by car
to wait for Train 8500, the first Up Pass. ACRE was sent by
Somerville for 9522 Goods at 0610, and 8500 Pass departed
Hastings with the pilotman aboard at 0637. There after the
pilotman simply rode up and down with the pass.
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The afternoon shift signalman at Somerville signed on
at 1100 and noted in the TRB that pilotworking was in force.
The fault was repaired by 1120 and Rule 29 (Testing instru-
ments and bells) was carried out. The fitter and pilotman
were recorded as being at Hastings at this time. Rule 29
involved withdrawing and replacing a staff at each end of
the section. Withdrawing a staff involved asking �Is Line
Clear�, but this signal was preceeded by the �Testing Block

Indicators and Bells� signal (3-5-3). This signal was also
sent before the acknowledgement. After the staff had been
withdrawn it was cancelled in the usual way.

Pilot working continued after the instruments were
tested and was finally cancelled when 8513 Pass arrived at
Hastings.

(To be continued)
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19.02 Post 126 (No 9 Track) ((SW 74/08, WN 8))
20.02 Posts 518, 721, 722, 723, 724, 725, and 726 (and co-acting signal) (Through Suburban Line/Main
Goods Line), Home 083 (No 9 Track) (SW 76/08 & 91/08, WN 8)
21.02 Post 683 (No 12 Track) (SW 77/08, WN 8)
22.02 Post 121 (No 9 Track) (SW 81/08, WN 8)
23.02 Post Home 128 and co-acting signal (No 9 Track) (SW 79/08, WN 8)
25.02 Post 123 (No 9 Track) (SW 92/08, WN 8)
26.02 Post 303 (No 10 Track) (SW 92/08, WN 8)
27.02 Posts 115 & 116 (No 8 South Track) (SW 98/08, WN 8)
28.02 Posts 519 & 529 (Nos 8 & 8A Track) (SW 99/08, WN 8)

28.02.2008 Ballarat - Beaufort (SW 27/08, WN 8)
On Thursday, 28.2., circuit alterations will be carried out and the level crossing protection equipment at
Black Bottom Rd (150.743 km), Scullin Rd (153.441 km), Langi Kal Kal Rd (157.031 km), and Waterloo Rd
(157.272 km) will be temporarily out of use.

REPORT ON THE KERANG ACCIDENT 5 JUNE 2008
The Victorian Office of the Chief Investigator has released
its report into the collision of a truck with the 1300 Up
Swan Hill passenger train at the Murray Valley Highway
crossing near Kerang on 5 June 2008. Eleven passengers
were killed and a further 14 were injured, some seriously.
The truck driver received serious injuries. The cause of the
accident was found to be that the truck driver did not heed
the flashing lights at the crossing. As the truck driver de-
clined to co-operate with the investigation, the reason for
this failure could not be determined. The full report is avail-
able at the DoI website.

The Murray Valley Highway level crossing (294.399
km) is located north of Kerang near the former station of
Fairley. The crossing is equipped with flashing lights which
were working at the time of the accident. Although the
level crossing signage had minor variations to the current
Australian standard (AS 1742.7-2007), these were not a fac-
tor in the accident. The operation of the level crossing or of
the train did not contribute to the accident.

The truck was on a regular run from Wangaratta to
Adelaide. The truck driver had been continuously em-
ployed by the carrying company as a truck driver since his
arrival in Australia in 1984. The driver has driven the
Wangaratta - Adelaide route for the last seven years, aver-
aging around one trip per week. The driver�s record was
good, having being checked on two recent occasions by
vehicle inspectors without any infringements. This trip was
his first trip after four weeks leave.

Approaching the level crossing the sun was almost di-
rectly ahead of the truck at an elevation of 30 degrees. This
caused considerable glare from the road surface. Immedi-
ately before the crossing the road curved gently to the right
before crossing the railway line at around 140 degrees. The
flashing lights assemblies were clearly visible to the driver
at least 360 metres from the crossing, and the flashing lights
themselves at least 305 metres. The train was approaching
from the shallow angle and would have been visible to the
driver in the left hand windscreen, although intermitently
blocked by trees, and against the sun. At the advanced warn-
ing sign (260 metres) from the crossing the stationary south-

bound vehicles at the crossing would have been visible.
The investigation estimated that the driver did not com-
mence to brake until he was 50 metres from the crossing
(trials with a similar truck showed that the minimum brak-
ing distance from 100 km/h - the truck was speed limited
would have been 93 metres). Based on the skid marks, the
calculated impact speed was between 60 and 65 km/h.

The truck driver declined to co-operate with the inves-
tigation, however �informal advice recieved from police
indicates that on the evening of the incident the driver
commented that as he approached the level crossing he
first observed the vehicles stopped on the opposite side of
the crossing. He then observed the crossing flashing lights
and momentarily �wondered� why the vehicles were
stopped before seeing the train.�

The train consisted of N460, ACN21, BRN20, and BN19.
The truck hit the train in the saloon section of the BRN
where most of the passengers (21 of the 34 passengers)
were sitting. This resulted in the very high casuality rate
(32% of the passengers on the train were killed, and 41%
injured). The right hand side of the saloon section of the
BRN was torn open and the front righthand corner of the
BN was crushed in.

In general, the N cars were considered to be in good
condition for their age with little corrosion, and of similar
design strength to current car designs. Three aspects of their
design was commented upon. The first was the use of 6mm
toughened glass in the windows instead of laminated glass.
Many of the injured passengers were injured by glass from
the windows. The second was the placement of the end
posts adjacent to the gangways, which left the corner of the
cars relatively unprotected. The third was that the seats
detached from the floor. It is worth noting that the truck
was lightly ladened; the total mass of the truck was around
34.6 tonnes while a full load was around 44 tonnes. The
consequences of the accident could have been much worse

The report also commented on the lack of flashing ditch
lights on V/Line locomotives, to increase their visibility
when the horn is sounded, and the relatively short blast of
the horn at the whistle board approaching the crossing
(less than 1/2 a second).

SIGNALLING ALTERATIONS

(Continued from page 28)


